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Transfer is central to many of the debates on the acquisition of second languages (L2). A number
of scholars argue that in fact the first language (L1) constitutes the initial state in L2 acquisition,
although access to Universal Grammar (UG) is fully available (Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994; 1996).
For others, the L1 is the sole source of access to UG in adult acquisition and, as a consequence, it is
impossible to change parameters (Bley-Vroman, 1990; Liceras and Díaz, 1999; Tsimpli and Roussou,
1991). Recently, it has been suggested that transfer is an important factor when dealing with interfaces,
that is, areas in which modules of the grammar intersect other modules such as the syntax/pragmatics
interface or syntax/semantics (Tsimpli et al., 2004). Finally, there seem to be areas in which transfer
plays a very limited role, for example in the acquisition of gender (Bruhn de Garavito and White,
2002; White et al., 2004). The present paper will examine the role of transfer in the acquisition of
eventive and stative passives in Spanish. These two types of passives are distinguished in Spanish by
the presence of a different copula. In English, although the same distinction exists at an underlying
level, there is no overt marking to distinguish between the two. In German, although we do not find the
equivalent of the two Spanish verbs, the two passives are expressed by a different copula. If transfer at
an underlying level is present, the prediction is that both German and English speakers should be able
to acquire the Spanish passives, as both languages make the distinction. If, however, transfer, in order
to function, needs some overt marker of the distinction, then German learners should outperform the
English learners. Finally, if transfer plays no role, it is possible neither group will acquire the
distinction.

1. Passives
The properties of verbal and adjectival passives were first described in a seminal paper by Wasow
(1977). Wasow suggested that verbal passives are the result of a syntactic transformation, while
adjectival passives are built in the lexicon. It is usually assumed that in a verbal passive the object
cannot get case from the participle, so it needs to move to subject position (Baker et al., 1989). In the
case of adjectival passives, the participle is transformed into an adjective, and this change of category
explains most of the properties related to this structure (Levin and Rappaport, 1986).
Although most of the tests Wasow proposes for English to distinguish between the two types of
passive do not apply straightforwardly in Spanish, it is clear that the distinction is instantiated in this
language by way of two different copulas, as illustrated in (1).
(1)

El pollo
estaba
bien cocinado.
the chicken was (estar-imperfect) well cooked
‘The chicken was well cooked.’

(2)

El pollo fue cocinado en un horno a carbón.
the chicken was (ser-preterite) cooked in a coal stove
‘The chicken was cooked in a coal stove.’
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As seen in (1) and (2), the use of estar expresses a state while the sentence in (2), with ser, is
interpreted as an event. For this reason, I will refer to the distinction as stative vs. eventive passives,
although there is general overlap with Wasow’s original proposal (see Levin and Rappaport, 1986).
Although the Spanish passives have not merited much attention in the literature, there has been a
lively debate about the two copulas (Clements, 1988; Delbecque, 1997; Falk, 1979; Fernández
Leborans, 1995; Leonetti, 1994; 1999; Vañó-Cerdá, 1982). In the past few years many researchers
have converged on the idea that the two verbs differ in aspectual features. Scholars differ, however, on
whether the difference lies in the copulas themselves, or whether it is related to the type of predicate
used. Luján (1981), Bosque (1990), and Varela (1992) argue that the predicate, either participle or
adjective, carries a feature for perfectivity. Schmitt (1992) and Lema (1992) argue that the copula itself
is marked for aspect. For Schmitt, ser is unmarked for aspect, while estar is equivalent to the result
state of an accomplishment verb, that is, it is marked as perfective. I will adopt this last claim, but I
add the suggestion that perhaps the participle is also marked for aspect, and the features of the copula
and the participle must not clash. Under this interpretation, estar can only take participles, or indeed
adjectives, that are marked as perfective.
Several properties fall out from the aspectual features of the two passives. In the first place, only
eventive passives carry an implicit agent that can be expressed by means of a by-phrase (Varela,
1992). The resultant state, expressed with estar, cannot, as shown in (3a) and (3b). Sentence (3a)
expresses the ongoing event of serving, while (3b) expresses the state that results from the action of
serving having been carried out.
(3)

a. El té siempre es servido a las 4 (por un mesero inglés).
the tea always is served at the 4 (by an English waiter)
‘Tea is always served at 4 (by an English waiter).’
b. El té está servido en el comedor principal (*por un mesero inglés)
the tea is served in the dining room main (*by an English waiter)
‘Tea is served in the main dining room )*by an English waiter).’

Secondly, because the verbal passive expresses an event, the canonical tense in the past for this
structure is the preterite (or the present perfect, preferred in some dialects) (4a). In contrast, the
resultant state will generally appear in the imperfect (4b). Unlike (4b), in which the chicken was
already in a state of having been prepared when the speaker arrived, in (4a) the preparing of the
chicken is interpreted as an event taking place subsequent to the act of arrival. As is well known, in the
relevant context both the preterite or the imperfect may be used. However, in the absence of a context,
the tenses in (4) would be the natural ones to use in each case.
(4)

a. El pollo fue (*era) preparado por Carmen cuando llegué a casa.
‘The chicken was-preterite (*was-imperfect) prepared by Carmen when I got home.’
b. El pollo estaba (*estuvo) preparado cuando llegué a casa.
‘The chicken was-imperfect (*was-preterite) prepared when I got home.’

It is well known that the subject of perfective predicates cannot be interpreted as generic (see
Slabakova and Montrul, 2003). Given that it does not carry the feature [+perfective], only the subject
of ser can be interpreted as a true generic, while the subject of estar can only be interpreted as
particular or belonging to a closed set. This contrast is illustrated in (5).
(5)

a. Los bomberos son frecuentemente lastimados.
the firemen are (ser) frequently hurt
‘Firemen (in general)/the firemen (specific group) are hurt frequently
b. Los bomberos están frecuentemente lastimados.
the firemen are (estar) frequently hurt
‘*Firemen (in general)/the firemen (specific group) are hurt frequently’
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Finally, one of the few of Wasow’s test that works in Spanish with some consistency is the
addition of the prefix –in to the participle, which can be used as an indication that the participle has
been turned into an adjective. As (6) shows, –in participles can only appear with estar.
(6)

El trabajo *es/está inacabado.
the work *is (ser)/(estar) un-finished
‘The work is unfinished.’

The properties we have summarized here will be used in this study to investigate knowledge of the
distinction between the passives by German and English L1 learners. As we have seen, English
distinguishes the two passives, but uses the same copula for both. In German, we do not find two
copulas with the widespread uses that Spanish ser and estar have. However, as in Spanish, the two
passives in German select a different copular verb: sein ‘to be’ for state passives, werden ‘get’ or
‘become’ for the eventive passives (Abbot-Smith and Behrens, 2006; Kratzer, 2000), as illustrated in
(7). According to Abbot-Smith and Behrens (2006, p. 999), ‘the distinction between sein- and werdenpassives is largely one of tense-aspect semantics, rather than syntactic complexity.’ As we have seen, it
has been argued that the distinction in Spanish is also aspectual in nature.
(7)

a. Der Reis war gekocht. (Abbot-Smith and Behrens, 2006)
the rice be-3rd-sg.Past cook-participle
‘The rice was in a cooked state).
b. Der Reis wurde gekocht.
the rice become-erd-sg-Past cook-participle
‘The rice went through a process of being cooked.’

Crucially, according to informants, only the subject of the eventive passive (7b) can be interpreted
as generic. As in the estar sentences in Spanish, the subject of the stative passive (7a) is always
specific.

2. The passives and acquisition
The first language acquisition of the passives in different languages received a great deal of
attention, particularly in view of the debate on whether structures that involved movement were
acquired later (Allen, 1996; Bever, 1970; Borer and Wexler, 1992; Demuth, 1990; De Villiers and De
Villiers, 1973; Maratsos, 1974). In the case of Spanish, Pierce (1992) argued that the distinction was
acquired late precisely because eventive passives involved A-chains, although an important factor was
the low frequency in the input, due to the preference in Spanish for the impersonal passive with the
clitic se. Silva-Corvalán and Montanari (2008) investigated the development of the two copulas in an
early bilingual child, and found usage was closely tied to frequency in the input.
Interest in the passives has not spread to second language acquisition, although acquisition of the
copular verbs has been the subject of intense scholarship. VanPatten (1985; 1987) concluded that
learners go through at least five stages in the acquisition of the copulas: omission (stage 1); almost
exclusive use of ser (stage 2); use of estar to form the present progressive (stage 3); estar used to
express location (stage 4) and estar with some adjectives (stage 5). Similar, although not identical,
stages have been found in other studies (Briscoe, 1995; Ramírez-Gelpi, 1995; Ryan and Lafford,
1992).
Following work by Silva-Corvalán (1986), Geeslin (2001; 2002a; 2002b; 2003; 2005; see also
Geeslin and Guijarro-Fuentes, 2006) has shown that many factors are involved in the choice of copula
with adjectival predicates, not only in the case of second language learners but also for early
bilinguals, in both Spanish and Portuguese. The general tendency seems to be for the uses of estar to
be extended, while ser is used in fewer contexts.
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Bruhn de Garavito and Valenzuela (2006; 2008) looked at knowledge of the passives. The data
obtained in that study will be compared with the German learners of the present study. To summarize,
they found that L2 learners who were native speakers of English differed significantly from native
speakers, particularly in the interpretation of the subject as generic or specific.

3. The study
3.1. Participants
The monolingual comparison group was made up of 10 native speakers of Spanish. They came
from Colombia, Perú, Argentina and Mexico. Their length of stay in Canada ranged from a few
months to 14 years. Three said they learned English at school, while the others had studied it as a
subject but never used it to communicate until they arrived. Impressionistically their English was at the
intermediate level or below.
The English L1 group was made up of 21 speakers who reported having been exposed to Spanish
for the first time at the age of 12 or above. Of these, 4 were living in Spain at the time of testing, and
the rest were students at a Canadian university where they had studied Spanish in a formal classroom
but were currently enrolled in literature and culture courses, both at the undergraduate and the graduate
levels. They had traveled to a Spanish-speaking country for a period ranging from 2 months to 2 years.
The German L1 group was made up of 9 speakers who also reported having been exposed to
Spanish for the first time after the age of 12 or above. They were taking Spanish as a foreign language
and culture courses at the university level, with the exception of one who was a lecturer. They differed
from the English L1 group in that all were living in Spain at the time of testing. The proficiency level
of both L2 groups was established by a placement test, which showed all were at an advanced level or
higher.

3.2. Methodology
The main tasks consisted of a Grammaticality Judgment Task and a Sentence Selection Task.

3.2.1. Grammaticality Judgment Task
The Grammaticality Judgment Task was made up of 70 sentences, 40 grammatical and 30
ungrammatical. Where possible the contrast between grammaticality and ungrammaticality was made
with minimal pairs. Judgments were made on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 was a judgment of ‘totally
unacceptable’ and 5 a judgment of ‘totally acceptable’.
The first contrast tested knowledge of the copulas with an adjective. The adjectives were chosen
among those that only allow either ser or estar but not both. There were 10 sentences with ser, 5
grammatical and 5 ungrammatical, and 10 with estar, 5 grammatical and 5 ungrammatical. The
objective of these sentences was to establish whether the speakers showed a basic understanding of the
difference between the two copulas in the presence of adjectival predicates. Examples are given in (8)
and (9).
(8)

a. ser + adjective, grammatical
El perro es leal.
the dog is loyal
‘The dog is loyal.’
b. ser + adjective, ungrammatical
*Los policías son diponibles.
the policemen are available
‘The policemen are available.’

(9)

a. estar + adjective, grammatical
Los policías están disponibles.
the policemen are available
‘The policemen are available.’
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b. estar + adjective, ungrammatical
*El gato de Luisa está leal.
the cat of Luisa is loyal
‘Luisa’s cat is loyal.’
The second group of sentences focused on the two passives with and without agents. First, there
were 10 sentences without an explicit agent (10), 5 with ser and 5 with estar. These were all
grammatical and were included to ascertain that the learners did in fact accept participles with both
copulas. They were contrasted with 10 sentences in which the agent was expressed with a by-phrase
(11). Recall that the 5 sentences with ser would be grammatical while the 5 with estar would be
ungrammatical.
(10)

a. Eventive passive (ser), no agent expressed, grammatical
En el consulado los documentos son entregados durante las horas de oficina.
in the consulate the documents are handed in during the hours of office
‘In the consulate documents are handed in during office hours.’
b. Stative passive (estar), no agent expressed, grammatical
La cena ya está preparada para la fiesta.
the dinner already is prepared for the party
‘The dinner is already prepared for the party.’

(11)

a. Eventive passive (ser), agent, grammatical
En el consulado los documentos son entregados por la secretaria.
in the consulate the documents are handed in by the secretary
‘In the consulate documents are handed in by the secretary.’
b. Stative passive (estar), agent, ungrammatical
*La cena ya está preparada por un cocinero profesional.
the dinner already is prepared by a cook professional
‘The dinner is already prepared by a professional cook.’

The third contrast looked at the canonical past tense used for each of the passives. Recall that in
this case it is not a question of grammaticality, the more natural option is for states in the past to be
expressed with the imperfect and events with the preterite. There were 10 eventive passives (12), five
in the imperfect and five in the preterite, and 10 statives (13), again with both aspects.
(12)

a. Eventive passives, preterite, preferred
El libro fue escrito en Inglaterra.
the book was-preterite written in England
‘The book was written in England.’
b. Eventive passives, imperfect, dispreferred
#El libro era escrito en inglés.
the book was-imperfect written in English
‘The book was written in English.’

(13)

a. Stative passives, preterite, dispreferred
#Ayer la comida estuvo servida en la mesa.
yesterday the dinner was-preterite served on the table
‘Yesterday the dinner was served on the table.’
b. Stative passives, imperfect, preferred
Ayer la comida estaba servida en la mesa.
yesterday the dinner was-imperfect served on the table
‘Yesterday the dinner was served on the table.
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The final contrast was between participles with the prefix –in, which commonly appear only in
statives. There were 10 sentences in this type, 5 with ser and 5 with estar (14).
(14)

a. Eventive passives (ser), participle with prefix –in, ungrammatical.
*El cuadro es inacabado.
the painting is unfinished
‘The painting is unfinished.’
b. Stative passives (estar), participle with prefix –in, grammatical
El cuadro está inacabado.
the painting is unfinished
‘The painting is unfinished.’

3.2.2. Sentence Selection Task
The purpose of the GJT was to see whether speakers distinguished between grammatical and
ungrammatical sentences with the copulas. However, this task does not tell us anything about the
interpretation of the subject by the two groups. To find out whether the speakers recognized that only
the subject of ser can be interpreted as generic a Sentence Selection Task was included. As with the
Grammaticality Judgment Task, a comparison was made between the passives and the two copulas
with adjectival predicates. The task consisted of short scenarios followed by 4 options from which the
participants had to choose: a sentence with the verb ser, a sentence with the verb estar, rejection of
both, or acceptance of both. In total there were 40 scenarios, 22 of which tested the interpretation of
the subject, with 18 distracters. All of the crucial sentences in this task used the present to insure that
judgments were based on the type of copula and not on the tense of the verb. For 11 of the scenarios
the only choice possible was the ser sentence because the scenario set up a situation in which the
subject of the given sentence had to be interpreted as generic. In 6 of these the copula was followed by
an adjective (15), the other five were passives (16). In the other 11 cases the scenario set up a situation
in which the interpretation of the sentence was stative and the interpretation of the subject was
specific, so the natural choice would be the verb estar. Of these sentences, 6 included an adjective (17)
and 5 a participle (18).
(15)

copula + adjective, generic interpretation of the subject, ser
Enrique y Paquita están hablando de deportes. Enrique dice que le gustan todos los deportes
menos el fútbol. Paquita está sorprendida y le pregunta por qué. Enrique dice:
a. Los fanáticos del fútbol son violentos.
b.Los fanáticos del fútbol están violentos.
c.Ni a ni b
d.Ambas, a y b
Enrique and Paquita are talking about sports. Enrique says he likes all sports except football
(soccer). Paquita is surprised and asks why. Enrique says:
a. Football fans are (ser) violent.
b. Football fans are (estar) violent.
c. Neither a nor b.
d.Both a and b.

(16)

Copula + participle, generic interpretation of the subject, ser
Patricia pidió una taza de té a la inglesa. No quiso tomárselo. Patricia dijo:
a. En Inglaterra el té es servido sin azúcar.
b. En Inglaterra el té está servido sin azúcar.
c. Ni a ni b
d. Ambas, a y b
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Patricia asked for a cup of tea English style. She wouldn’t drink it. Patricia said:
a. In England tea is served without sugar.
(17)

copula + adjective, non-generic interpretation of the subject, estar
Luisa y Guillermo están en el partido final del campeonato de fútbol en el que juega su
equipo favorito. Suelen ir a todos los partidos pero hoy Luisa no lo está pasando bien porque
…
a. Los fanáticos son violentos.
b. Los fanáticos están violentos.
c. Ni a ni b
d. Ambas, a y b
Luisa and Guillermo are in the final game of the football championship in which their favorite
team is playing. They usually go to all the games but today Luisa is not having a good time
because…
a. The fans are violent.

(18)

copula + participle, non-generic interpretation of the subject, estar
Lucía está muy enojada. Esperaba una buena taza de café al llegar a casa. Lucía dijo:
a. ¿Por qué no es servido el café?
b. ¿Por qué no está servido el café?
c. Ni a ni b
d. Ambas, a y b
Lucía is very angry. She expected a good cup of coffee when she got home. Lucía said:
a. ¿Why isn’t the coffee served?

4. Results
4.1. Grammaticality Judgment Task
The overall means for the different groups on grammatical and ungrammatical sentences are
presented in Table 1. An ANOVA repeated measures shows no significant difference by group (F(2,
37)=.789, p=.46), a significant difference by sentence type (F(13, 481)=32.67, p=.0001) and a
significant interaction (F(26, 481)=4.356, p=.0001). As Table 1 shows, the native speakers and the
English L1 speakers clearly distinguish grammaticality with both copulas. Although the responses of
the German speakers are in the right direction, they fail to show a significant difference between their
responses to the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. I believe this is due to the low number of
participants.
Table 1: General mean responses on target ser and estar sentences (GJT)
Target Status
ser

Gram.
(SD)
Ungram.
(SD)
estar Gram.
(SD)
Ungram
(SD)
**** p<.0001

Spanish L1
(n=10)
4.55****
(.683)
2.01
(.715)
4.29****
(.473)
2.18
(.538)

English L1
(n=21)
3.781****
(.711)
2.401
(.69)
4.037****
(.849)
2.848
(.745)

German L1
(n=9)
3.5
(.706)
2.96
(.561)
3.39
(.826)
2.69
(.926)
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Table 2 shows a breakdown of the mean responses for each sentence type on the grammaticality
judgment task.
Table 2: Mean responses on specific types of ser and estar sentences (GJT)
Target

Status
Gram.
Ungram.
Gram.
Ungram

Spanish L1
(n=10)
4.78
1.64
4.74
1.5

English L1
(n=21)
4.77
1.98
4.67
2.1

German L1
(n=9)
4.37
3.39
4.06
2.34

Ser adj.
Ser adj.
Estar adj.
Estar adj.
Passives
Ser–ag.
Ser+ag.
Estar–ag.
Estar+ag.
Ser+pref.
Estar+pref.
Ser pret.
Ser imp.
Estar pret.
Estar imp.

Gram.
Gram.
Gram.
Ungram.
Ungram.
Gram.
Gram.
#
#
Gram.

4.62
4.0
3.96
2.2
2.08
4.1
4.26
2.32
2.84
4.36

2.914
3.32
4.0
3.43
3.06
4.07
4.11
2.16
3.0
3.45

2.7
3.31
3.58
3.10
2.73
3.07
3.61
2.78
2.61
2.88

As seen in Table 2 the native speakers performed as expected. The English L1 speakers are
surprisingly good at distinguishing the copulas with adjectives. They are not equally consistent in the
case of the passives. In the first place, they reject the eventive passives with and without an agent to a
certain degree. This is to be expected. The passive with ser, as indicated above, is dispreferred by
native speakers, and second language learners, who tend to overuse it, are often corrected. This L2
group only weakly rejects estar with an agent. They also exhibit weak rejection of the ser passives
when the participle has a prefix which has clearly turned it into an adjective, although their acceptance
of the correct form with estar is much higher. Finally, they do not clearly distinguish the canonical
aspect of estar, although they do for ser.
The German L1 speakers are not as good as the English speakers in the case of adjectives with ser,
although their judgments are in the right direction. Turning to their responses for the passives, they
also reject the passive with ser, probably for the same reason as the English speakers. Like the English
speakers, they also accept the ungrammatical use of the estar passive with an agent. They are also
similar to them on the prefixed participles, and like them they are also better at the canonical aspect of
the eventive passives than at the aspect of the statives. Overall then, the German group is not clearly
different in any respect from the English L1 speakers.

4.2. Sentence Selection Task
Table 3: General mean responses on target ser and estar sentences (SST)
Target

Status
ser (G)

Spanish L1
(n=10)
89%

English L1
(n=21)
46.1%

German L1
(n=9)
49.4%

Passives:
generic
Passives:
non-generic.
Adjectives:
generic
Adjectives:
non-generic

estar (G)

86.7%

83.81%

88.89

ser (G)

82.52%

85%

74.05

estar (G)

71.41%

66.7

62.2
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On the Sentence Selection Task all three groups are quite similar when the predicate is an
adjective, although the German group recognizes the interpretation of the subject of ser as generic to a
lower degree than the other two groups. That is, all three groups correctly choose the ser option when
the story forces a generic interpretation of the subject. What is startling is that, when the sentence is an
eventive passive, neither of the two L2 groups is able to recognize that only the subject of ser can be
interpreted as generic, choosing the impossible estar sentences instead. The responses of both groups
are close to random. We will now turn to a discussion of these results.

5. Discussion and conclusions
This paper looked at knowledge of the properties of Spanish passives in two groups of adult
learners, one whose L1 was English and one whose L1 was German. We were interested in seeing how
transfer would play itself out. Recall that English distinguishes between the two passives, but there is
no overt marking on the verb or the participle to distinguish the two structures. German, on the other
hand, clearly distinguishes between the two by the use of copula used, although in other areas the two
German copulas do not have the same distribution as they do in Spanish. In other words, assuming
transfer is present, the learning task for both L2 groups was to notice that in Spanish the two passive
constructions are distinguished by the use of different copular verbs. Once this is accomplished,
recognizing the properties of the passives should fall out naturally. Under this scenario we should find
that at the initial stage, for both the L1 German and the L1 English speakers, the two passives form
part of the learners’ L2 grammar. It is possible, however, that having the distinction overtly marked in
the L1 could facilitate the learners’ noticing it in the L2. That is, because German makes the
distinction overtly it is possible that the German learners could more easily acquire the correlation
between the two copulas and the type of passive. However, both groups should find the distinction
between the copulas with adjectives more difficult, as neither L1 distinguishes between adjectives in
the same way Spanish does (but see Diesing, 1990). The prediction is, therefore, that both groups
should find the choice of copula with adjectives quite difficult, but that the German group should have
the advantage in the case of the passives. This is particularly so in the case of the interpretation of the
subject, which works in identical fashion in German.
Results show that these predictions were not realized. Both groups did relatively well when the
predicate was an adjective. Furthermore, both groups did well on some, although not all, the properties
of the passives. This may be consistent with the Full Transfer hypothesis (Schwartz and Sprouse,
1994; 1996). However, when it came to the interpretation of the subject we were faced with a
surprising result. The two groups clearly understood that only the subject of ser could be interpreted as
generic when the predicate was an adjective, but both groups failed to do so for the passives. The
reasons for this are not clear (see Bruhn de Garavito and Valenzuela, 2008 for a discussion). What is of
interest to us here is to point out that the German speakers did not provide any evidence of having
transferred a property of their first language to the Spanish interlanguage. It is important to underline
that the German group was quite small, and therefore it is possible that different results will show up
when a larger group is examined.
The argument I would like to put forward here is that these results provide evidence against the
Full Transfer hypothesis. White (2003, p. 67) argues that failure to show L1 effects cannot be taken as
counter-evidence, ‘since Full Transfer Full Access crucially assumes that the interlanguage grammar
will be restructured in response to properties of the L2 input interacting with UG.’ This seems clear if
the L1 and the L2 have different settings. However, if the L1 and the L2 coincide in a certain property
and yet the interlanguage does not exhibit this property at a certain point in time, under the Full
Transfer account we would have to assume that for some reason the interaction of the L2 and the L1
led the learner to change the initial correct position to an incorrect one found in neither the L1 nor the
L2. In the case in point, the speakers’ L1, German, only allows a generic interpretation of the subject
of an eventive passive. The speakers in the test seem to distinguish to a certain extent between the two
passives in Spanish, their responses usually are in the right direction. And yet they are abysmal at
distinguishing the one property that is the same in their L1. Are we to assume that in the initial stages
they would have been able to do so, and then they lost the ability? I think not. It seems more sensible
to assume that transfer is selective, in the sense of Andersen (1983). In other words, transfer is only
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possible when the interlanguage has reached a certain point, and for these learners it has not reached
that point.
The history of transfer has swung between extremes for some time now. According to proponents
of the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (Lado, 1983; Stockwell et al., 1965) areas of difficulty in the
acquisition of a second language could be predicted by comparing the L1 and the L2, because the
cause of any problems was always the L1. With the advent of the Creative Construction Hypothesis
(Dulay et al., 1982) the pendulum swung in the other direction and transfer from the L1 was not
considered an important factor in L2 acquisition. As often happens, other scholars aimed for the
middle ground. For example, Andersen (1983) and Zobl (1980), among others, suggested that transfer
is crucial, but it is constrained by the natural developmental path of the learning process.
Within theories that examine the role of Universal Grammar in second language acquisition a
similar pattern can be found. According to Epstein et al (1996) transfer does not play a significant role
in the acquisition of second languages. In contrast, for proponents of Full Transfer, with or without
Full Access (Hawkins and Chan, 1997; Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994; 1996; among others), the final
state of the L1 is the initial state of the L2, in other words, everything transfers. Against this position
Pienemann (1998; Pienemann et al., 2005) has argued that transfer is only possible when processing is
sufficiently advanced to permit transfer to take place. Like Zobl and Andersen, Pienemann argues that
transfer is developmentally constrained. He claims that ‘L2 learners can produce only those linguistic
forms for which they have acquired the necessary processing prerequisites’ (2005, p. 91).
It is not clear, however, what Pienemann’s approach tells us about the mental representation of the
grammar. It could be, for example, that the initial state is the L1, but that learners cannot adequately
use this representation until processing has ‘caught up’. This is so because Pienemann’s theory seems
to be a theory about use (note the word ‘production’ in the quote above), and I think it is imperative for
researchers to separate processing from mental representation. These two levels interact with or feed
off of each other (Carroll, 1999), but it is doubtful whether they obey the same principles and
constraints. The question that arises is what the initial state of L2 acquisition is if it is not the structure
of the L1. Following Epstein et al (1996) I would like to suggest it is not different from the initial stage
of L1 acquisition. However, unlike Epstein et al I would argue that the L1 provides input to the L2
interlanguage, in the same way as the L2 speech encountered by the learner in the environment does.
However, it can only do so when the L2 has reached a stage where it is possible for transfer to take
place, perhaps when a certain level of processing has been reached.
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